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For many, the World Games are the pinnacle of international amateur
competition in a variety of sports, most notably those events that are not a
part of the Olympics. From events like Ballroom Dancing, Lifesaving, and
Billiards, to martial arts like Jiu-jitsu, Muay Thai, and Wushu; the World Games
is a chance for competitors to test their mettle against others who have the
same fierce passion for their respective sports from around the world. 

In the sport of Sumo, battle-hardened warriors rose to the top of the ranks in
their respective nations, and they met in Birmingham, AL on July 9th and 10th,
2022. They hailed from places such as Mongolia, Argentina, Brazil, Taipei,
Norway, Thailand, the United States, Egypt, and the birthplace of Sumo, Japan. 

I got to see several livestreams of the Opening Ceremony, and see the
fireworks and festivities that greeted the athletes. It stirred up a great deal of
excitement! We had been anticipating this since the 2021 North American
Sumo Championships in Las Vegas. Sabrina and I, your friendly neighborhood
Sumo Punx, had seen press releases and news articles flippantly directing us
to check Paramount+, CBS Sports, and the Olympics website for livestreams of
the action… 
 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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MATT JIM BREAKS DOWN JULY'S WORLD GAMES 
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FEATURED COMMUNITY ART
TRENT'S SUMO STYLE BEANS

by     COREYMORRISONYO
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SUMO                                       is a traditional combat sport originating in ancient
Japan. The rules are simple: force your opponent out of the ring or force
them to touch the ground with anything other than the soles of their
feet. Professional Japanese tournaments are held 6 times a year. The 2-
week long tournaments take place every odd-numbered month, with
each wrestler fighting once per day and the wrestler with the best
record wins.

AMA-ZUMO                                                                       short for Amateur Sumo, is
practiced in gyms, parks, and backyards around the world. In the US,
tournaments are held throughout the year all across the country. Sumo
is a sport for everyone, and no matter who or where you are, we can
help connect you with someone who wants to share it with you. 
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2022 WORLD
GAMES RESULTS 
WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT
1st: Yuka Okutomi - JPN

2nd: Miku Yamanaka - JPN
3rd: Magdalena Macios - POL

WOMEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT
1st: Sakura Ishii - JPN

2nd: Karyna Kolesnik - UKR
3rd: Monika Skiba - POL
MEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT
1st: Vasha Daiauri - UKR

2nd: Shion Fujisawa - JPN
3rd: Aron Rozum - POL

WOMEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
1st: Svitlana Yaromka - UKR

2nd: Ivanna Berezovska - UKR
3rd: Airi Hisano - JPN

MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
1st: Hidetora Hanada - JPN
2nd: Daiki Nakamura - JPN

3rd: Rui Junior - BRA

WOMEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Ivanna Berezovska - UKR

2nd: Hiyori Kon - JPN
3rd: Svitlana Yaromka - UKR

MEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Daiki Nakamura - JPN

2nd: Badral Baasandori - MGL
3rd: Oleksandr Veresiuk - UKR

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT
1st: Abdelrahman Elsefy - EGY
2nd: Demid Karachenko - UKR
3rd: Sviatoslav Semykras - UKR

The following day, we had learned that the Egyptian Sumo Team had been disqualified, and were
ejected from the competition, which had made a few competitors win their matches by default. A few
American competitors like Eros Armstrong, Yaleidy Galindo, and Justin Kizzart had suffered injuries, and
did not compete in Openweight. The action of the Men's and Women's Openweight tournaments was
astonishing. Since there are no weight classes in Grand Sumo, the Openweight competition is the
chance to see the kind of David-and-Goliath that one can find in Grand Sumo Honbasho. 

July 9th was the date of the Regulation tournament. That's when athletes competed in their
respective weight divisions. Thanks to Brenda, we were able to see Justin Kizzart, Justin "JJ"
Jones, and the Mean Bean Machine himself, Trent Sabo! We saw Liesel Rickhoff, Elizabeth
Salazar, and Ketzel Jefferson!  Middleweights Andrew Roden, Eric Huynh, and Jordan Karst
entered to raucous applause, as did Helen Delpopolo, Jenni Crook, and the mighty Christina
Griffin-Jones! You better believe we disturbed our neighbors with our reckless screaming for
Kellyann Ball (Brenda definitely was!), Eros Armstrong, and Yaleidy Galindo! By the time Men's
Heavyweight was getting started, our living room had become as raucous as any sports bar
on game day. We screamed our heads off for Roy Sims, the Samoan Bulldozer Robert
Fuimaono, and Double Trouble: the De La Torre bros, Angel and Gilberto!

paulinreallife
Photo via

Livestreams. That word became very contentious as the weekend arrived. We had found out
that Paramount+ did not have any livestreams. We checked out the Olympics website, and
the livestream was playing the same Powerlifting event from the day before! According to the
schedule of events we saw on Dark Circle Sumo's Instagram page, Sumo started around 1pm
CST, yet there was no Sumo present online. 

2022 WORLD GAMES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

By MATT JIM of the
SUMO PUNX podcast

There were a gaggle of folks flooding Discord servers, Facebook posts, Instagram posts,
Tweets, etc, frantically looking for Sumo coverage! Nate, the gentleman behind the Instagram
profile @tnsumo, had found a schedule for the livestream on the Olympics website! It had
given a time of 7pm CST, but it was a bit past 1pm, and we were becoming hostile. Then, in
the darkest of times, a lone hero had stepped up and seized the mantle of Herald of the
Amateur Sumo World: Brenda Velasco. Brenda was livestreaming the tournament, as her
fiancée, Kellyann Ball, was participating in the Women's Heavyweight Division. Soon, there
was a legion of Amateur Sumo supporters, friends, and relatives forming a phalanx on
Brenda's stream! 

In the US, most Amateur Sumotori train on wrestling mats, or in the grass. On the Hawaii
Sumo Kyokai Instagram page, there were some stories showing Robert Fuimaono fighting
Henry Faleofa-Hee on a Dohyo built into the ground. It looked like it was well packed, and was
lined with sand. He may have been the only athlete prepared for the clay Dohyo that was the
main stage for the Sumo Competition at the World Games. Many of the athletes weren't used
to the slippery nature of the clay, and the sand swept across its surface. The Japanese and
Ukrainian athletes seemed to be more at home on the unfamiliar terrain. As a result, the
American athletes did not advance to the medal rounds of the Regulation Competition. That
didn't discourage anyone who was watching that livestream from sticking with it! 

AMERICAN WORLD
TEAM MEMBERS 
WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT

Ketzel Jefferson
Elizabeth Salazar

Liesel Rickhoff

WOMEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT
Helen Delpopolo

Christina Griffin-Jones
Jenni Crook

MEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT
Andrew Roden

Jordan Karst
Eric Huynh

WOMEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
Eros Armstrong
Yaleidy Galindo

Kellyann Ball
MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT

Robert Fuimaono
Anggel Delatorre
Gilberto Delatorre

Roy Sims

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT
Justin Jones

Justin Kizzart
Trent Sabo

The Men's Lightweight Finals were definitely eventful. Egyptian competitor Abdelrahman
Elsefy, the winner of the bout, executed a spontaneous victory backflip. This did not sit well
with the officials. It was announced that he had previously been warned against overt
celebrations, so after a lengthy consultation with judges and officials present at the World
Games, it was decided that a rematch would decide the winner. The second bout ended in
another Mono-ii, or judge's conference, but this time, to watch a slow-motion replay of the
final moments of the bout. Egyptian athlete Abdelrahman Elsefy had been declared the
winner over the Ukrainian competitor, Demid Karachenko, who took home the Silver Medal. 

Brenda's livestream became the headquarters for diehard Sumo fans for those 2 days. Some people had
said that the official livestream had been blocked in their respective countries, so Brenda's streams had
been the only means to watch their countrymen compete. But we got to watch the entire Sumo event
at the World Games, and we got to chat with some really cool folks while doing it. It was awe-inspiring to
see a community come together like that, united over our fervor for this ancient sport. 

yaleidy.g.photography
Photo via

honusumo
Photo via
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Ironwave Sumo (formerly Florida Sumo) hosted
their second annual Iron Belly Tournament this
month, showing off talent from all four amateur
sumo camps in the Sunshine State, as well as a
strong contingent from the New York Sumo
Club. Florida has been a major growth area for
amateur sumo this year; what started as Florida
Sumo has branched out to become two
separate Ironwave locations (Orlando and
Panama City Beach), Ronin Sumo-Beya in
Destin, and now Gorilla Sumo in Daytona Beach.
To underline this growth, the clubs have also
progressed from hosting their flagship event in
their gym to hosting it at Ten10 Brewing Co in
Orlando and offering literal swords (!) to the
champs in addition to medals.
  
The day started with a six-man round robin in
the lightweight division. As always, the
lightweights provided some crazy action and 
 technical battles. After the dust had settled,
Ironwave's Tyler Veinot emerged the winner at
4-1, losing only to unaffiliated New York wrestler
Jamie Nottingham. Nottingham, as well as
Ronin Sumo-Beya's Brandon McLeod and New
York Sumo's Oscar Dolan, ended up in a 3-way
tie for second at 3-2, forcing a playoff. Dolan put
up an impressive effort, but Nottingham and
McLeod ended up joining gold medalist Veinot
on the podium.

Next was the heavyweights. With just five
competitors, this division was also run as a
round robin. The clear frontrunners were Jordan
Sikes—who is only a high school senior—and
last year's champion Mark Jones. Ironwave's
Kendrick Klett secured a bronze medal with a
solid 2-2 record, but the gold came down to the
final match between Jones and Sikes. After an
incredible collision, the heavyweights battled
their way to the tawara and fought for grips.
Jones's overhand position won the day, as he
dumped Sikes to the mat and claimed the gold
with a 4-0 record.

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT
1st: Tyler Veinot - Ironwave Sumo

2nd: Jamie Nottingham - NY Sumo Club
3rd: Brandon McLeod - Ronin Sumo-Beya

 
MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT

1st: Mark Jones - Gorilla Sumo
2nd: Jordan Sikes - Ironwave Sumo

3rd: Kendrick Klett - Ironwave Sumo
 

MEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Mark Jones - Gorilla Sumo

2nd: Jordan Sikes - Ironwave Sumo
3rd: Cornelius Booker - Ironwave Sumo

New York Sumo's Oscar Dolan
digs in an uwatenage on
Ronin's Brandon McLeod

Full event video on the GRAND SUMO BREAKDOWN YouTube channel

BY JAKE POIRIER
PHOTOS BY MELISSA HENDERSON

AUGUST
6th 2022

Ironwave coaches Coringa Conway (left) and
Cornelius Booker go chest to chest

Mark Jones (left) and Jordan Sikes took gold and silver,
respectively, in both the heavyweight and openweight divisions.
Soslan Gagloev (former professional Wakanoho) presides as gyoji

The final bracket of the day was an eight-man
double elimination contest for the men's
openweight title, which gave the hosts of the
event a chance to step in the ring themselves.
Ironwave Sumo head coaches Cornelius Booker
and Coringa Conway both entered the fray and
picked up wins before running into the
heavyweight pair of Jones and Sikes. The
heavyweight medalists proved they are the top
dogs in Florida, holding national light-
heavyweight champ Booker to a bronze medal.
In the rematches of the heavyweight final, Mark
Jones came out on top once again, going
undefeated on the day and adding another pair
of Iron Belly gold medals to the trophy case. For
his part, Jordan Sikes proved he is still a red-hot
prospect, taking two silver medals and going
undefeated in all his matches except those with
Jones.

When asked about his performance, Jones said,
"I thought the tournament went great. Always
cool when Soslan shows up [former maegashira
Soslan Gagloev] and brings more rewards. My
toughest competitor was Jordan for sure." This
was the first event in a public forum from the
Florida crew, so expect more from the southeast
region in the near future.

In addition to Soslan, special thanks go out to
Georgia's Packy Bannevans for his work as a
referee, Erik Sikes for his work as side judge, and
Dustin Hawkins for running the streaming
hardware. All sumo events are dependent on
volunteers and this second annual Iron Belly
event was no different.

Check out the full event on Grand Sumo
Breakdown's YouTube channel with full
streaming commentary. Joining GSB's Jake on
the stream were special guests Caleb Baccus (of
Mighty Eagle Sumo and the Sake & Sumo show)
as well as Matt and Sabrina (of the SUMO PUNX
podcast and Dallas Sumo Club).
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1st: Gabe Unick (11-1)
2nd: Micah Hepler (12-2)

3rd: Nate Riemersma (8-4)

OPEN DIVISION RESULTS

GRAND RAPIDS OPEN
CHAMPIONSHIP

Shukun-shō
Outstanding Performance

Will Campbell

SPECIAL PRIZES

Ginō-shō - Technique Prize
Elijah Scanlon

Kantō-shō - Fighting Spirit
Kasey Walker & Matt Shields

JUNE 26
2022

Full event video on the
GRAND RAPIDS SUMO

Facebook page

GRAND RAPIDS SUMO MAKING THEIR MARK

Micah Hepler (left) and Nate Riemersma warming up

Club founders Gabe Unick (left) and Micah Hepler locking horns

The competitors from the first Grand Rapids Open

When compared to the Southeast, California, or Texas,
the Midwest may not seem as active in the world of
amateur sumo, but Michigan's Grand Rapids Sumo Club
is doing their damnedest to push the region into the
conversation. In June, GRSC ran their debut event (results
below) with competitors from their club and around the
region and they already have a second event on the
books for October. 

Club founders Gabe Unick and Micah Hepler have
traveled to events over the last few years and now that
they have a few recruits, decided now was the time to
start hosting events. June's tournament was hosted at
the JAFAX anime convention, where they drew quite a
crowd of spectators looking to learn more about the
ancient Japanese sport of sumo. Seven competitors
competed in a double round robin format, with Unick
coming out on top with a 11-1 record, losing only to
Hepler. Hepler himself took silver after going 10-2,
splitting his series with Unick and taking a loss to
heavyweight newcomer, and bronze medalist, Nate
Riemersma. 

The tournament was naturally a huge hit with the
competitors. As we all know, sumo can really get its hook
in you quickly and deeply; newcomer Matt Shields was so
hooked he went home to Chicago and immediately
started the Chicago Sumo Club. 

With big successes come big plans. Just months after 
 their first event, the ambitious next move for GRSC is a
competition on a real clay dohyo. The club will be
participating in the Grand Rapids ArtPrize festival, one of
the city's most prestigious and well attended events. The
club's submission to the festival will be the creating and
competing on as authentic a clay dohyo as can be made
in the Midwest.

Join Grand Rapids Sumo Club at the Beer City Sumo
Open on October 1st and 2nd, hosted at City Built
Brewing as part of the Grand Rapids ArtPrize event. More
event info on the Grand Rapids Sumo Club Facebook
page. 

(Bonus: Grand Sumo Breakdown will be there to help
with the show and support our Midwestern wrestlers!)



NAGOYA BASHO

ICHINOJO'S PATH
TO THE TITLE
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Ichinojo
SumoZeki

JULY 10-24 2022, Nagoya Japan

BY RYAN SMITHMAN

An unprecedented basho deserves an unprecedented Yusho winner, and that is
exactly what we got when Ichinojo lifted the cup on the final day of the Nagoya
2022 basho. This isn’t the first time that Ichinojo has performed extremely well
in a basho—in fact, by wins this is only his third best basho—but it is the first time
that his stellar performance was rewarded with the Emperor’s Cup. For all 15
days Ichinojo was able to apply his size to neutralize his opponents’ attacks and
used his strength to force his opponents out, something he has rarely kept up
throughout an entire basho. Ichinojo faced a murderer’s row of rikishi in the first
week and was able to dispatch almost every san’yaku rikishi that came his way,
with the exception of a rejuvenated Shodai. Ichinojo even captured a win over
Yokozuna Terunofuji on Day 5, his first win over the Yokozuna since January
2016. It was his Day 15 win over Ura that secured him his first career Yusho after
Takakeisho defeated Terunofuji in the final match.

Speaking of the Yokozuna, Terunofuji was once again hampered with a Day 1
loss to a pusher/thruster Komusubi, this time with Abi filling that role instead of
Daieisho. He picked up a second loss on Day 5, but then much like the Natsu
basho—where he won the Yusho—he found his stride and won 8 consecutive
matches. However, unlike the Natsu basho, when given a chance on Days 14 and
15 to take the lead in the Yusho race he faltered and lost to both Ozeki, the first
time Terunofuji had fallen to an Ozeki since he became a Yokozuna one year
ago.

In a great reversal from the dismal Ozeki performance in the Natsu basho, there
were two Ozeki who ended with double digit wins, including Takakeisho who
had 11 wins and won his 7th Jun-Yusho. Takakeisho looked more like the 2-time
Yusho winner that he is and seemed to have regained his pushing form and
power. Shodai once again proved that the rumors of his demise were greatly
exaggerated. Shodai was a kadoban Ozeki coming into the basho, meaning he
needed at least 8 wins to retain his rank, and for the fourth time in his career he 
was able to get a winning record to affirm his Ozeki status. This time he won 9 of his final 10 matches after a shaky 1-4 start.  The other Ozeki,
Mitakeumi, was forced to pull out after day 6 and his Ozeki status is uncertain as he was also a kadoban Ozeki this basho.

One big disappointment of the basho was Sekiwake Wakatakakage and his inability to match his performance from the Haru basho, which could
have secured a promotion to the Ozeki rank. He managed to get a winning record, but any Ozeki hopes will need to begin anew. Komusubi
Hoshoryu had his best basho at that rank, his third consecutive kachi koshi as a Komusubi. He just narrowly missed getting double digit wins, but a
close call on Day 15 did not go his way. Nishikifuji made his Makuuchi debut after winning the Juryo Yusho in May. He was able to put together 10
wins in his debut and secure a fighting spirit special prize. Young up-and-comer Kotonowaka also put forth an impressive performance, defeating
many san’yaku rikishi, and was in the Yusho race until he was forced to pull out on Day 10 after posting a 7-3 record. Other early contenders for the
yusho were also forced to pull out such as Ichiyamamoto after Day 8 after posting a 6-2 record, and Tobizaru and Nishikigi who were both pulled
out after Day 12 after posting 8-4 records.

One of the more memorable moments of the basho is one that Tate-Gyoji Shikimori Inosuke would love to forget. In the match between Terunofuji
and Wakamotoharu on Day 8, the knot of Wakamotoharu’s mawashi came undone and the tate-gyoji stepped in to pause the match. He was just a
little too late to pause the match though, as by the time he reached the two wrestlers Wakamotoharu had mounted an offensive that—at the time—
seemed to have won him the match. What followed was an almost comical display. For the next several minutes the Tate-Gyoji maneuvered the 

wrestlers back into the positions they were in when the match
should have been paused. The wrestlers took direction from
the gyoji, who took direction from the shimpan, who took
direction from the video booth… All in all, this became a 12
minute spectacle in what was surely a first for grand sumo.

The Nagoya basho was filled with many great matches, upsets,
near upsets of the Yokozuna, strong results by the entirety of
the san’yaku ranks, promising performances of some young
up-and-comers, and a surprise Yusho winner in Ichinojo.
Unfortunately for all rikishi that performed in this basho,
especially Ichinojo, the Nagoya 2022 basho will be defined by
Covid, which caused a third of the top division wrestlers to pull
out of the basho unexpectedly and miss at least one day of
action. The wave of entire stables pulling out of the basho set
many dubious records for forfeit wins in a basho. 117 matches
throughout all divisions ended with a fusen win, 16 in the
Makuuchi division alone. 7 of 18 matches in Makuuchi on Day
13 ended in fusen wins, including a streak of 5 matches in a
row. Nishikifuji set a Makuuchi record with three wins via fusen
in one tournament. The unprecedented loss of top division
wrestlers also caused the match schedulers to bring up four
rikishi from Juryo on Days 14 and 15 so that there would be 16
total matches in Makuuchi on each of those days. The total
number of Makuuchi bouts in a day is typically 20 or 21.
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Quickly drive under your opponent’s charge, grab his thigh with one hand and behind the knee with the
other hand.

While lifting your opponent’s leg firmly, slide both hands down so the thigh hand is now down at the
knee and the knee hand is down at the ankle. This allows you to lift his leg higher.

As you grab and lift his leg you should lean into your opponent to get him off balance and prevent his
offensive attack.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

KAKE - to hook or suspend
NAGE - to throw

KORNER BY TOM ZABEL
There are 21 different leg sweep / trips and leg lifting techniques: Sotogake, Uchigake, Kakenage, Kekaeshi,
Ketaguri, Kirikaeshi, Susoharai, Ashitori, Komatasukui, Susotori, Chongake, Kawazugake, Mitokorozeme,
Nimaigiri, Kozumatori, Omata, Sotokomata, Sotomuso, Yaguranage, Okurigake, and Tsumatori.

While Sotogake and Uchigake are the most common, lets look at a couple others.

KAKENAGE
THIGH HOOK THROW

Pull your opponent’s upper body into yourself, while hooking your leg around his from the inside.

Quickly lift your hooked leg to throw your opponent off balance. Swing him around in front of you and
lean forward.

Maintain your balance while not letting your opponent regain his and maneuver him into a position
underneath you. If you cannot successfully execute this throw the on the first try, continue the throw
again and again while hopping away on one foot.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

This technique can be categorized as
both a throw or a leg trip. The attacker
hooks one leg inside the defender’s leg
and turns away in order to raise the
hooked leg up and back and onto the
dohyo. It can be executed with either
an inside or outside grip. (This is one of
the techniques where performing shiko
correctly – by maintaining balance and
a low center of gravity – during keiko
pays off.)

ASHITORI
LEG PICK

ASHI - foot or leg
TORI - to pick up

The attacker grabs and lifts the
opponent’s leg with both hands,

forcing him off balance and
toppling him over backwards onto
or out of the dohyo. This technique

is usually executed by a smaller
sumotori who is gifted with

quickness, agility, and strength.



Spread legs apart and extend the tips of the toes outward at an angle of 120 degrees. Drop hips down to a right
angle or lower. Place both hands on the knees softly. Keep hips forward, remain upright, do not lean forward.

Begin by shifting your weight to the lead (left) leg. Always start by raising the right leg. Keep force on inside of leg
and on the big toe. The lead leg should still be bent, shift the weight, DO NOT straighten your lead leg or stand up.
Begin to breathe in.

While shifting weight onto the lead leg, raise the other (right) leg. Eyes should be focused on your toes. Left hand
remains on knee to help stabilize and balance, right hand may move slightly above the knee. Continue to breathe
in.

Straighten both legs. Left hand remains on knee to stabilize and balance, right hand remains just above the right
knee or may move behind upper thigh. It is important to raise the leg as high as possible. Stop your breathing.

Hold at highest position for 2-3 seconds. Lower the raised leg from the tip of the toe first. Breathe out.

Come back to the first position and squat. Hips remain forward, keep shoulders back, do not lean upper body
forward. Lead hand remains on knee, other (right) hand slaps above knee as foot lands on dohyo. Stop breathing.
Repeat movement alternating right/ left legs.
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SHIKO
The shiko is the most fundamental, basic, and important training exercise in sumo. The shiko not only strengthens
the lower body but also strengthens the spine. It develops a sense of balance and pliability. In addition, one can
master how to shift his weight and still maintain a balanced center of gravity. Watching an individual perform shiko
will reveal how skillful and how strong the rikishi is.

SUMO ESSENTIALS WITH TOM ZABEL
In this section we will discuss basic fundamental
movements, positions, and postures. These are key to
your sumo training and ability to perform well during
your matches.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

KOSHIWARI
Koshiwari is usually performed in
conjunction with, immediately after
shiko, performing two eight-count
repetitions. Performing koshiwari
will aid in maintaining your sumo
posture by giving you flexibility.
This exercise will help to lower 
your hips while maintaining your
stability and center of gravity. It
conditions the flexibility of the hip
joint and the elasticity of the knees.

Take the position of shiko. Pull your hips forward.

Drop your hips deep, squat as low as you can, place hands on your knee (as in step 1) or on your thighs (as in STEP
2). Hold for an eight count – you may bounce a little to get a deeper squat. It is important to keep your body
upright, your hips forward, and to face straight ahead.

Continue to squat as low as you can, keeping your hips forward and your body upright. Drop your chin down to
your chest. Pin your elbows to your side and raise your hands with palms facing outward. Hold for another eight-
count.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3
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THE CONSULATE'S CUP

Jared Tadlock
Chad Neu
Justin Kizzart
Caleb Baccus
Albert Martinez

DAL
DCS
DCS
MES
DAL

28
19
18
18
16

MEN'S DIVISION TOP 5

Nicole Burgess
Este Webster
Ketzel Jefferson
Liesel Rickhoff
Eri Midorikawa

MES
DCS
MES
DCS
DCS

49
36
31
25
18

WOMEN'S DIVISION TOP 5

TEXAS STATE CHAMPION STANDINGS

02/19/22 - The Texas Classic or Mighty Eagle Team Tournament (San Antonio)
03/26/22 - The Women's Invitational National Tournament (aka The W.I.N., San Antonio)
06/11/22 - The Cowboy Cup (Dallas)
09/03/22 - The Consulate's Cup (Austin)
11/12/22 - The Texas Open (Houston)

Texas is one of the hottest places to be for American sumo. With half a dozen clubs and roughly 50
wrestlers, nowhere in the country can compete with the sheer quantity of sumo wrestling
happening in the Lone Star State. 

Since 2004, Lonestar Sumo—led by Tom Zabel—has awarded the Texas State Championship to the
best performing wrestler in both the men's and women's divisions. Wrestlers belonging to any
Texas club are eligible and only results from the major Texas tournaments are considered:

Yearly scores are computed with a simple system. First, and most importantly, competing at any
qualifying tournament is worth 5 points. Travel is often the biggest barrier to competing in more
sumo tournaments, so showing up is worth a good deal of credit. Any win in any division is a further
point, and bonus points are awarded for those who medal: 1 point for a bronze, 2 points for a silver,
and 3 for a gold.

The men's division currently belongs to Dallas Sumo Club's Jared Tadlock. The light heavyweight
powerhouse has had an absolute stranglehold on his weight class in 2022, going a perfect 10-0 so
far this year and winning gold at the Texas Classic and Cowboy Cup. Following Tadlock in the
standings is a tight grouping of pursuers, including Dark Circle's Chad Neu and (2-time TX champ)
Justin Kizzart, Mighty Eagle's Caleb Baccus, and Dallas's Albert Martinez.

Mighty Eagle Sumo's Nicole Burgess leads the women's rankings, as she looks to earn her second
straight title. Burgess has brought home nearly every medal available to her this year: heavyweight
golds at the Texas Classic and the W.I.N. as well as 3 silvers at openweight—including most recently
at the Cowboy Cup. Those chasing her include her lightweight teammate, Ketzel Jefferson, and a
strong trio from Dark Circle Sumo: heavyweight Este Webster and lightweights Liesel Rickhoff and
Eri Midorikawa.

DAL
DCS
MES
RRS
SHO

Dallas Sumo Club
Dark Circle Sumo - Austin
Mighty Eagle Sumo - San Antonio
Ronin Rikishi Sumo - Dallas/Ft Worth
Shogeki Sumo - Houston

Texas Clubs

Mark your calendars, Labor Day weekend will be next opportunity to
see a major sumo tournament in Texas. Austin's Dark Circle Sumo will
host the second Consulate's Cup with multiple special guests in
attendance. The Cup was first held in 2020, when Dark Circle Sumo's
head coach Justin Kizzart made connections with the Japanese
Consulate in Austin. What began as a chat over a glass of sake at a
New Year's party turned into one of the first livestreamed club
tournaments in Texas sumo. 

Dark Circle Sumo has continued building in the years since, including
hosting the US National tournament in 2021 and sending wrestlers to
the 2022 World Games, and now the spotlight returns to Austin for
their biggest event yet. As of this publishing, they are nearing 50
combatants registered, covering a range of weight classes and even
including youth divisions for the first time at a tournament of this size
(under 10, and 10-15 years old).

The highlight of the event though has to be the pair of special guests.
Former professional sumo wrestler Gagamaru and European
champion Amiran Tsikoridze will be in Texas this Fall, first hosting a
seminar with Dallas Sumo Club on August 28th and then attending
the Consulate's Cup the following weekend. Gagamaru had a long
and successful pro career, wrestling from 2005 to 2020 and reaching
the fourth-highest rank of Komosubi, a rank that less than 5% of all
sumo wrestlers achieve. 

Dark Circle will also be hosting an afterparty at the Texas Sake
Company taproom in Austin, where the photography of David Rios
will be on display. Rios has been attending and photographing
amateur sumo over the last few years and this will be a unique
opportunity to see his work and learn about his experiences.

The Consulate's Cup will take place Saturday, September 3rd at
Dreamland in Austin, Texas beginning at 11am local. Register now to
attend and/or Compete on EventBrite and watch for live streaming
on Dark Circle Sumo's YouTube Page. Members of the Grand Sumo
Breakdown and Sumo Kaboom podcasts will be in attendance to
provide commentary.
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OAK CLIFF/ARLINGTON, TX
FREE KEIKO T/Th @ 8 PM

roninrikishis
roninrikishisumo_arlington

SAN ANTONIO TXSAN ANTONIO TX

mightyeaglesumo.commightyeaglesumo.com

Practice every Tuesday at 8:00 pmPractice every Tuesday at 8:00 pm
Victory Martial Arts, 11398 Bandera Rd #103Victory Martial Arts, 11398 Bandera Rd #103

TRAIN WITH FOURTRAIN WITH FOUR
SUMO BLACK BELTSSUMO BLACK BELTS

IRONWAVESUMO
@GMAIL.COM

SHOGEKI SUMO
 @ O ATHLETIK

767 N Shepherd Dr
Houston, TX 77007

@ Fit and Fearless

4109 Todd Ln Suite #1600

Austin, TX 78744

darkcirclesumo.com

ACTIVE CLUBS

Santa Rosa Beach, FL 
roninsumo@gmail.com 

850-629-9074 
roninsumo

douransumo@gmail.comshawnejackson@comcast.net
856-433-4996

@ IRONLIFE ATHLETICS
1331 BROOKHAVEN DR

ORLANDO, FL 32803

@ EMERALD COAST JIU JITSU
7131 US-98, PANAMA

CITY BEACH, FL 32408

 & 850-774-4798

KEIKO SUNDAYS
& WEDNESDAYS

dallassumoclub.org

irongoatsumo@gmail.com

gabrielunick@gmail.com
Grand Rapids MI
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S OPENWEIGHT
TOURNAMENTS HOSTED BY SHOGEKI
SUMO AT THE TOKYO NIGHT FESTIVAL 

MORE INFO: NICHOLAS TON
nicholasmton21@gmail.com

TEXAS

OPEN
NOVEMBER 12TH 2022

SUMO

$500$500 IN CASHIN CASH
PRIZESPRIZES

$250 EACH FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WINNERS$250 EACH FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WINNERS

UPCOMING EVENTS

LOOKING TO ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS,
EVENT, OR SUMO CLUB? CONTACT US AT
GRANDSUMOBREAKDOWN@GMAIL.COM

 Advertising sanctioned events and clubs will always be
free and will only be done with direct permission of the

organizer. Contact us if you'd like your info included or if
you need help finding somewhere to try sumo!

More info at
usasumo.com

More Info:More Info:

BEER CITYBEER CITY
SUMO OPENSUMO OPEN

City Built Brewing CoCity Built Brewing Co
820 Monroe Ave NE820 Monroe Ave NE

Grand Rapids MIGrand Rapids MI

OCTOBER 1 & 2OCTOBER 1 & 2
ON A CLAY DOHYOON A CLAY DOHYO

GRSumoGRSumo

Hosted byHosted by

10/8/22 -  TROPICANA
ATLANTIC CITY NJ

INVITATION ONLY, BUT SPECTATORS WELCOME
MORE INFO:      SUMO DAN


